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Capital crunch: Startups in Africa reel from 27% drop in Q1 2024 funding

Money Deals
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A total of $466 million was secured by 121 startups in Africa, marking a 27% decline from the preceding quarter. About 87% of startup funding in the three months to March went to entities in Nigeria, Kenya, Egypt and South Africa. Gender imbalance persists as…




Read More 
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Kenya and South Korea to strengthen legal services in new pact



The partnership will enable Kenya and South Korea to strengthen legal services and networks for African companies. G&A has built…
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Why 2023 was AFC’s year of expansion and impact across Africa



AFC’s landmark wind farm in Djibouti set the country on a path to becoming the first African country fully powered…
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Zimbabwe unveils the ZiG, a gold-backed currency amid economic overhaul



Zimbabwe is phasing out ZWL as it ushers a new gold-backed currency, ZiG, starting today, Monday, 8 April 2024. The…
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EAPI retail forum 2024 to showcase Nairobi’s booming retail sector



EAPI Retail Forum will take place on the event’s second day on 17 and 18 April 2024 in Nairobi. Rising…
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A total of $466 million was secured by 121 startups in Africa,…
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International arrivals increased from 1.48 million in 2022 to 1.95 million as…
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Kenya and South Korea to strengthen legal services in new pact
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EAPI retail forum 2024 to showcase Nairobi’s booming retail sector
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African airlines’ revenues and seat numbers hit new highs in 2024
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Bridging the Trade Gap Between Kenya and Tanzania
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Kenya’s tourism sector is making impressive strides
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Namibia’s energy sector needs local content guidelines
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Namibia is fortunate to benefit from the experiences of other oil- and…
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Kenya’s business conditions weaken despite easing inflation
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Kenya’s business conditions weakened slightly in March despite easing inflation. Kenyan firms reduced their purchases of inputs in line with weaker sales. Most businesses…




Read More 
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Three decades later, the Rwanda genocide elicits several unanswered questions about the…
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International arrivals increased from 1.48 million in 2022 to 1.95 million as…
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Kenya is keen on extending its pipeline to Malaba (Kenya-Uganda border), with…
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Kenya in fresh bid to regain lost petroleum exports market in EAC
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Kenya is keen on extending its pipeline to Malaba (Kenya-Uganda border), with Uganda expected to construct a link line to…




Read More 
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NSE’s upgrade by FTSE Russell reflects rising confidence in Kenya’s equity market
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Msufini Tanzania to buy East African Cables’ Tanzania subsidiary
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UNCTAD raises red flag as geopolitical tensions, climate change hit global trade
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East Africa keen to grow region’s insurance sector
January 20, 2024
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TikTok rolling out workshops to clean up piling mess in Kenya amidst intense scrutiny
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TikTok’s Safer Together Workshops have attracted 116,355 attendees.  The social media platform has in the recent past had issues over safety in Kenya and around the…
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The escalating tension between Binance and Nigeria
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Telco giant MTN reshaping presence in Africa with key exits
March 28, 2024
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Foodtech startups championing food security in Africa through tech
March 26, 2024
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International arrivals increased from 1.48 million in 2022 to 1.95 million as…
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African airlines’ revenues and seat numbers hit new highs in 2024
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African Airlines revenues for January 2024 were $ 1.83 billion compared to…
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The partnership will enable Kenya and South Korea to strengthen legal services…
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A total of $466 million was secured by 121 startups in Africa,…
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AFC’s landmark wind farm in Djibouti set the country on a path…
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